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BHUTAN
Journey beyond the sky
After the Nepalese Shamanic Art Exhibition
showed in Venice and Paris, ICI –
International Cultural Institute, presents
“BHUTAN Journey beyond the sky”.
In December 2012, ICI has organized the first
exhibition about Bhutan at “Le 5 Opéra Compagnies du Monde” in Paris - France.
Encouraged by the huge success of the
exhibition "Shamanism", with over 16,000
visitors,
ICI
decided
to
show
more
the
Himalayan region and produce a new
exhibition
about
Bhutan.
From December 2014 to March 2015 will be
held "Bhutan: journey beyond the sky"
at our venue in Venice, Magazzino del Caffè.
ICI
offers
a
journey
through
time
because, of course, the kingdom of Bhutan
with the years has changed considerably. To
well understand the history and evolution of
this Himalayan country a series of
conferences will be organized in collaboration
with the Department of Studies on Asia and
Africa Mediterranean University Ca’ Foscari
Venice, under the direction of teachers
Stefano Beggiora and Fabian Sanders, in
addition to participation of the Association
"Amici del Bhutan".
Moreover, giving the exposure of a collection
of rare and precious fabrics from Bhutan, we
will also be holding meetings around the
theme of textile art, playing on resonance
with Venetian tradition, organized with
the
collaboration
of
Marina
Majcen.
To learn more about upcoming events
ask the reception.
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HISTORY OF BHUTAN
Bhutan or the Kingdom of Bhutan is a small
Asian State, located in the southern foothills
of the eastern Himalayas. It is bordered to the
north and south with Tibet with India. The history begins in 600 with the Tibetan king
Songtsen Gampo.
The country has the size of 47,000 km² and
its capital is Thimphu.

Since 2007 Bhutan is ruled by a constitutional
monarchy and its current sovereign Jigme
Khesar Namgyel Wangchuck.
More information on the historical and cultural
aspects of Bhutan will be provided during the
next
meetings
and
conferences
in
collaboration with the Department of Studies
on Asia and Africa Mediterranean University
Ca’ Foscari - Venice, under the direction of
teachers Stefano Beggiora and Fabian
Sanders, in addition to participation of the
Association "Amici del Bhutan".
To learn more about upcoming events
ask the reception.
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BHUTAN
Journey beyond the sky
Through three distinct rooms ICI invites you to
make a symbolic journey in Bhutan.

EXHIBITION ROOM 1

◉

BHOUTAN,
a dream of Anne and Ludovic Segarra
Thanks to the selection of slides taken
during the filming of the documentary "Bhutan:
a petit pays possédé du ciel ", the first room
shows the context that led to the creation
the documentary by Anne and Ludovic Segarra
in 1975.

With the aim of illustrating and witness the hard
work and institutional difficulties encountered
during the making of the documentary,
here will be exposed to many official
documents State; letters and exchanges
authorization
had
with the former royal family of Bhutan.

You
can
re-experience
the
journey s
atmosphere of Bhutan at Seventies through a
self-manipulated slides projector and all the
steel chests and trunks decor.
The first time this documentary was
broadcast on French television had a
huge impact on the public since the Bhutan
had never been presented to the world
Western. It was an opportunity, this, to discover
5

a company whose history, whose way of life
and whose administrative system were deeply
influenced by Buddhism in the eighth century
and which still remains.
This
small
state
has
a
complex
geography, a maze of mountains and valleys
between 800 and the 3300 meters, which
allowed the Bhutanese population to preserve
from the influence of outside cultures.

The 65 slides selection from Segarra Archive,
are structured around three main themes:
:
•
•
•

Daily life s scenes
Natural environment s scenes
Religious habits
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BHOUTAN: UN PETIT PAYS POSSÉDÉ DU CIEL

A rare testimony
The year 1972 is a very important date in the
history Bhutan since the country saw a first
opening up to tourism and foreign visitors.
The third king of Bhutan, Jigme Dorji
Wangchuck, died in Nairobi and his son, Jigme
Singye Wangchuck, ascended the throne at the
age of seventeen, carrying out policy
opening
inaugurated
by
his
father.
Thanks to this initial opening, to a
policy towards the future, to Buddhism
impregnating each sector or setting of
National
Day
of
Happiness
and
Cultures, that Bhutan has had a huge
development.
Anne and Ludovic Segarra, in 1972, aware
the rapid changes that were about to
happen, required the approval of the young
ruler to begin filming the documentary that, after only about two years of negotiations,
agreed.
The documentary was filmed presented by
Anne and Ludovic Segarra in 1975 and is a
of
the
top
exponents
of
the
so
profound stage of change of Bhutan.
Despite the opening of the country to the current visitors, the mystical conception is the Bhutanese found predominantly in all those items
art such as those presented here, which
encapsulate and act as physical media of
that essence traditional.
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Le Bhoutan est comme un rêve
By Ludovic Segarra - 2004
Too much time is passed.
For over 30 years, my wife Anne, our friend
Stephen at the camera and Lucie at the sound
and I have travelled the country.
This film... is our youth... it's my youth.
The events of ‘68 with his questions and his
search for meaning...
And left and right West who had his eyes fixed
on the future...
Then we arrived in Bhutan, in the forecourt of
the great monastery in Thimphu, where we see
a great liturgical drama to honour the memory
of Padma Sambava, the Guru Rimpoche.
A shock.
A travel into past…
That ceremony…it was our Christian Middle
Ages in front of cathedrals.
And even after all this passed time?
I still have in my mind all the meetings, looks
and a sense of sweetness and also a rare
thing...the expression of a profound coherence
where everything is mixed and meet nature and
human activities.
Landscapes, architecture Dzongs and houses,
the dress and the colours of the fabrics, an
hand shooting an arrow, an hand drawing the
space, a dance step before the all the masks
were beginning and some feet treading the
grain...
Everything is physical and spiritual...
This meeting...this shock has determined all my
work until these present days.
We have to collect the treasures of humanity
before it is too late, because these fragile
treasures are the expression of the agreement
between man and his surroundings.
Any activity is both physical and spiritual also.
Bhutan, as we have discovered, is for me the
expression, not individual, collective expression
of this agreement.
That's what I felt.
That's what we tried to describe in this film with
Anne who found it just as so:
“Bhutan, a small country possessed the sky”.
Ludovic Segarra
1948 – 2007
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IMMERSION IN BHUTAN Step 1

EXHIBITION ROOM 2

Bhutanese Ethnographique Art
You continue your exploration of the country
around the Bhutanese fabrics. On the walls ,
paper Fornasetti " nuvolette " consisting of stylized clouds gives the atmosphere of the " roof
of the world" .
For the venetian presentation of the exhibition,
François Pannier, scientific curator of the exhibition complete our understanding of this culture by the selection of ethnographic art that extends the journey through time and history
through their mystical symbolism , linked to the
daily lives of Bhutanese .
He choose to present one of thirteen traditional
arts of Bhutan : the textile art .

Here some statements about the thirteen traditional fine arts:
[…] In historical Bhutan we can find thirteen
traditional fine arts, which were codified under
the Fourth “Desi” (this Bhutanese word means
“a temporary king”) Tenzi Rabgye (1680-1694),
an artist himself. These thirteen fine arts are
called in Bhutanese “zorig chusum”; “zo” is the
ability of doing something, “rig” is both science
and art and “chusum” is number thirteen […]
From “The Thirteen Traditional Crafts” by Barry Ison.

[…] Weaving or in Bhutanese “thagzo”: is the
most important industry in Bhutan and the term
embody itself filaments, dye and all the conception. The tartan textiles are assigned to some
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noble families and the presented dress, gift of
the King-Mother of Bhutan, Ashi Kesang, to Joy
Watkin, has some royal symbols, which we
cannot find everywhere else […] From “Au pays
du Dragon Arts sacrés du Bhoutan” Musée Guimet, 2009

A set of fabrics and garments has been
selected in the important private collection of
Alain Rouveure – UK.

So, is highlighted this unique and codified art .
The presentation of this great Bhutanese textile
art creates a resonance with the weaving tradition in Venice and its famous houses : Bevilacqua, Rubelli , Fortuny ... but also with public and private collections held in Venice.
Visitors will discover through 25 pieces the
wealth of know -how which is also shown in the
film Ludovic Segarra by the presence of
weavers.
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Are shown :
1/

chaksey pankhep : fabrics producted
especially for royalties and visiting
dignitaries during their passage in Bhutan.
These fabrics are covered with auspicious
motifs and providing protection against the
evil spirits that may be encountered when
traveling.

2/ kishung : rare clothes used as tunics by
Bhutanese women during important religious ceremonies before the KIRA –an other
type of traditional feminine dress- becomes
most fashionable.
3/ charkhab : a traditional a waterproof
dress.
4/ kira : the most recent and fashionable
dresses used by women. These include
even Kushutara kira which are the most expensive to produce. They are usually used
with a lot of raw silk for their highly intricate
motifs, often stitched on a white cotton
backdrop.
5/ kera : traditional women belts used to fix the
kira.
6/ tuko : a winter wool jacket wore by women
over their kira
7/ dhakram : rare garment wear by Lamas
meditation or retired during the winter.

in

8/ pechu: traditional carry bag made of cotton
or wool that is worked the same way as
other traditional textiles with brocading,
tsampa: carry bag for flour
9/ hats: high lama ceremonial, woolen rain hat
(worns by farmers in Northern regions)
10/ gho: a traditional men dress.
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THE SKY SEEN BY FORNASETTI
The artwork ethnographic Bhutanese will be
exploited by a scene which will focus on two
main issues: the link between ancient and
modern art and, at the same time, the dialogue between Eastern culture and Western
culture. These are the reasons why ICI has
chosen to create a partnership with the house
of contemporary design internationally famous
Fornasetti Milano, which is the bearer of the
most representative Italian design tradition.
Piero Fornasetti is certainly one of the most
original artistic talents of the twentieth century. His style is immediately recognizable images made of refined, mysterious, captivating,
have made him an icon of Italian creativity.
Born in Milan in 1913, Fornasetti studied at
the Brera Academy but was expelled for indiscipline. His artistic activity continues with various exhibitions, until he met Gio Ponti, with
whom he began an intense collaboration. In
1951, together create the first example of a
complete interior design for the "Casa Lucano".
His inexhaustible creativity made him a versatile artist: he was a painter, sculptor, interior
decorator, printer of art books and author of
many objects.
Since 1989, the son Barnaba continues the
tradition of his father Piero, who died in 1988.
A Fornasetti were dedicated shows and
exhibitions worldwide.
The wallpaper Nuvolette by Cole & Son
depicts the stormy clouds and stylized
seen through the eye of surreal Piero
Fornasetti. Nuvolette is part of the collection
Murals that consists of paper projects from
wallpaper in large size.
Most of these can be customized
while keeping intact the dramatic effect.
Cole & Son was founded in 1875 by John
Perry, the son of a merchant of Cambridgeshire.
Throughout the nineteenth century Cole & Son has
printed for all the great companies of the time including Jeffrey & Co, Sanderson and Shand Kydd.
In 1941 the company was bought by AP Cole,
company owner Cole & Son (Wallpapers)
Ltd., with showrooms and offices in Mortimer
Street, in central London. Today, the archive Cole
& Son has approximately 1,800 drawings
printing
blocks,
350
print
designs
screen and a large amount of designs and
original wallpapers, representing all styles
the early years of the eighteenth, nineteenth and
twentieth century.
Among them are some of the most important models historians of wallpaper around the world.
Cole & Son has provided backgrounds for many
historic homes, including Buckingham Palace and
the Houses of Parliament. Cole & Son continues to
produce innovative projects and beautiful; the current collections reflect its long and illustrious history.
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ALAIN ROUVEURE COLLECTION
Alain Rouveure studied Art and Design in
Lyon (France) and worked as a graphic designer before settling in Britain where he lives
since 1977. Between 1979 and 1980 he took
a year off to travel around many parts of India
to the Himalayas and to study textile and design.
During this period he was immersed in different cultures, befriending a family of Tibetan
refugees with whom he lived for several months. He learned from them coloring and weaving techniques. From there was born the
passion of Alain Rouveure for Himalayan textile as well as his collection of ancient coins of
Tibet and Bhutan.
Most tissues exposed today were collected
between 1980 and 1984. As in Bhutan weaving traditions are extremely well kept and
protected today, it is rare to see exposed old
items and quality.
Since 1980, Alain Rouveure makes a trip to
the Himalayas twice a year . It supports a
school in a secluded village in Nepal and is
personally involved in the protection of the
health and education of the poorest children.
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CHAKSEY PANKHEP
The CHAKSEY PANGKHEP is a cloth
specially woven for royals and high ranking
visitors staying over during their travels in
Bhutan. Covered with auspicious symbols of
good Life and good Health, it is used as a lap
cloth during meal time for the important
guests and is also used by servants to hide
their hands when bringing dishes to the table.
It is always produced in three parts on a
vertical back-strap loom using a cotton base
with motifs woven into it in raw silk.

1a

CHAKSEY PANKHEP
Cotton with Raw Silk Brocading. Indigo and
Cochineal Pigments
18th Century
92 x 265 cm

1b

CHAKSEY PANKHEP
Cotton with Raw Silk Brocading. Indigo and
Cochineal Pigments
Mid19th Century
82 x 258 cm
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KISHUNG
The KISHUNG is a rare archaic tunic style
garment that used to be worn by Bhutanese
women during important religious ceremonies
before the KIRA came into fashion. There are
spirit catchers and auspicious symbols that
have been worked into the cloth as supplementary weft brocading.
The raised woollen brocaded band running
above the fringes shows a technique that noone today can reproduce ;

2

KISHUNG
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CHARKHAB
The CHARKHAB is a waterproof cloth used
as a raincoat in Northern provinces.
Produced in Bhumtang district, it is woven on
a narrow treadle loom as a long piece that is
then cut into three parts before being sewn
together.
The designs symbolise trees, flowers, JAMJE
(holy water jugs), DORJI, DRAMI and Mandalas.

3

CHARKHAB
Yak Wool with mixed pigments
Mid 20th Century
98 x 142 cm
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KIRA
The KIRA is the traditional dress used by
women in Bhutan. It is wrapped around the
body and secured at the shoulders by KOMAs
(metal buckles) or TINGKHEP (metal pins)
and a KERA (sash/belt) at the waist.
The cloth is woven on a up-right backstrap
loom in three panels that will be joined together. The often very intricate work in the different types of Kiras differentiates the social
status of the wearer and some will take over
one year to produce.
The most expensive are the KUSHUTARA
KIRAs woven in white cotton embellished with
intricate raw silk single-faced supplementary
weft brocading and not embroidered afterwards as it would seem.
The rarest and the most expensive KUSHUTARA KIRAs do not show any brocading
from the back of the cloth. This technique is
rarely used today because of the excessive
time it takes to produce and the prohibitive
cost.
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HOW TO WEAR THE KIRA
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KUSHUTARA KIRA
The rarest and the most expensive KUSHUTARA KIRAs do not show any brocading
from the back of the cloth. This technique is
rarely used today because of the excessive
time it takes to produce and the prohibitive
cost.
4a

KUSHUTARA KIRA
Cotton and Raw silk. Organic pigments
Mid 18th Century
138 x 260 cm
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4b

KUSHUTARA KIRA
Cotton and Raw silk. Mixed pigments
Mid 20th Century
130 x 242 cm

This magnificent KUSHUTARA KIRA was woven in the workshops of Her Royal Highness
Ashi
Kesang, the Queen Mother in 1967. It was
given to Mrs Joy Watkin, the wife of the doctor
for the British Council in Calcutta, India, also
the private doctor of the royal family of Bhutan
and Sikkim.
The Queen Mother often received friends and
dignitaries in her private bedroom in the royal
palace at Paro, the old capital. Joy was a
close friend of the Queen Mother and was always allowed to sit at the end of the Queen’s
bed however it was strict etiquette that even
foreign visitors and friends had to dress in national costume. At each visit the guests, even
close ones, would be gifted a new Kira or Gho
(for men). Servants were allocated to each
guest who would make sure the complicated
folds at the back would make the visitor presentable to court.
The designs of this KUSHUTARA KIRA were
exclusive to the Queen Mother and could not
be repeated elsewhere.
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HOTAH JALOH KIRA
The HOTAH JALOH KIRA is mostly made of
Yak or fine sheep’s wool and is the winter
dress of many Bhutanese women.

4c

HOTAH JALOH KIRA
Wool and Nettle Fibres – Organic Dyes
19th Century
123 x 260 cm

4d
HOTAH JALOH KIRA

with TIGMA Designs
Yak Wool – Organic Dyes
19th Century Size
118 x 246 cm

4e

HOTAH JALOH KIRA
with TIGMA Designs
Yak Wool – Organic Dyes
19th Century Size
120 x 245 cm
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HOTAH JANCHU KIRA
Very fine and thick cloth worn in Winter by
high-ranking women Tres fine et dense etoffe
de laine portee en hiver par les femmes de
notables.

4f

HOTAH JANCHU KIRA
Yak Wool – Organic Dyes
19th Century
118 x 246 cm
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LUNGSERMA KIRA
Fine cotton KIRA for everyday wear

4g

LUNGSERMA KIRA
Cotton – Synthethic Dyes
Mid 20th Century
135 x 216 cm

.
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KERA
The KERA is the traditional belt/sash used
by Bhutanese women to secure the KIRA
around the waist and at the same time creating two essential folds at the back.
Fringes are usually hidden from view.

5a

KERA
Cotton and Raw silk. Organic Pigments
Mid 19th Century
38 x 228 cm
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5b

KERA
Cotton and Raw silk. Organic Pigments
Mid 19th Century
22 x 132 cm

5c

KERA
Cotton and Raw Silk. Mixed Pigments
Early 20th Century
34 x 243 cm

5d

KERA
Yak Wool. Mixed Pigments
Early 20th Century
Produced in Bhumtang region
23 x 198 cm

5e
KERA

Yak Wool. Mixed Pigments
Early 20th Century
Produced in Bhumtang region
17 x 184 cm
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TUKO
The TUKO is the heavy weight short woollen
jacket worn over the KIRA by women in Winter.

6

TUKO
Yak Wool – Mixed Dyes
20th Century
167 x 60 cm
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GHO
The GHO is the traditional garment of men. It
is carefully worn with two deep folds at the
back and is secured at the waist by a sash. .

10

HOTHA JANGHU GHO
Yak Wool – Organic Dyes
Early 20th Century
176 x 136 cm

This HOTHA JANCHU GHO is made of fine
Yak wool and was worn in Winter by high
ranking men
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HOW TO WEAR THE GHO

in Thunder Dragon, Textiles from Bhutan
The Bartholomew Collection – Editor SHIKOSHA
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DHAKRAM
LAMA WINTER CLOACK
Rare garment worn by meditating Lamas in
monasteries and in retreats in winter.
The woollen cloth inside is woven on very narrow looms with a loop created to imitate a
sheep’s skin for warmth.

7

DHAKRAM
Wool and Cotton – Organic Dyes
126 x 296 cm

HIGH LAMA CEREMONIAL HAT
9a

HIGH LAMA CEREMONIAL HAT
Silk and Cotton
18th Century
44 x 28 cm
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PECHU
The PECHU is the traditional carry bag made
of cotton or wool that is worked the same way
as other traditional textiles with brocading.

8a

PECHU
Cotton and Raw Silk – Mixed Pigments
Early 20th Century
50 x 50 cm

8b

PECHU
Wool – Organic Pigments
18th Century
32 x 41 cm

8c

PECHU
Wool – Organic Pigments
18th Century
52 x 53 cm
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WOOLEN RAIN HAT
Hat worn by farmers in Northern regions. The
rain water will follow the tails to drip away
from the neck of the people.

9b

WOOLEN RAIN HAT
Yak Wool Felt
20th Century
21 cm diameter

◉

TSAMPA BAG
8d

TAMPA
Very fine and tightly woven Yak wool
19th Century
23 x 37 cm
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IMMERSION IN BHUTAN Step 2
Documentary screening
Bhoutan: un petit pays possédé du ciel
by Anne and Ludovic Segarra
We invite you to discover the film "Bhutan: a
petit pays possédé du ciel "in its
original version without subtitles.
This documentary film has been studied as
dive: pictures, music, poetry of words ...

◉

REDISCOVERING
BHOUTAN: un petit pays possédé du ciel
by Anne and Ludovic Segarra
Thanks
to
Veronique
Prost
documentary
"Bhutan: a petit pays possédé du ciel" is
presented to the auditorium of the Musée Guimet,
the November 16, 2009 as a side event the
exhibition Bhutan. The projection has recording an
attendance
of
400
spectators.
The
documentary
was
released
in
2009
Segarra from the archives under the patronage of
Ministry
of
Foreign
Affairs.
In addition, the DVD became a best-selling, with 395
copies,
in
the
museum
bookshop.
The content of the DVD is in French with a
duration
of
53
minutes,
is
also
a
unprecedented selection of slides and a booklet
reproduced additional images together with a text
edited
by
Anne
Segarra.
Price: 20 €.
Il film è stato presentato alla fondazione De wateville in
Svizzera, a Parigi durante la mostra Maschere
dell’Himalaya nel 2011. Inoltre a Parigi nel 2012 presso
la galleria le 5 Operà durante una mostra composta da
diapositive inedite che oggi avete visto nella prima
stanza.
The film was presented to the foundation De
Watteville in Switzerland, in Paris during the
exhibition "Masks of the Himalayas" in 2011 and,
also in Paris, at the gallery le 5 Operà
during an exhibition of unpublished slides
Today you have seen in the first room.
In 2011, Alain Carou - Department of Audiovisual
BNF - Paris has also presented it at Rendez-vous de
l’Histoire festival – Blois - Frnace in 2011, in 2012
the Galerie Le 5 and in 2014 in Venice.
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ICI – Institut Culturel International
Venezia, Italia - Paris, France
ICI – Istituto Culturale Internazionale, newly
created, empowers cross culture projects and
promotes local heritage by giving keys to visitors and tourists.
ICI is therefore running the Magazzino del
Caffe’ exhibition hall in Venice, producing its
own exhibitions or promoting others, managing Anne and Ludovic Segarra film archives,
in view of a donation to an organization of the
French Ministry of Culture that can ensure the
enhancement.

◉

ICI - MAGAZZINO DEL CAFFÈ - CARTE

ICI - Magazzino del Caffè
Campo San Simeon Grando –
Santa Croce 923 - Venezia
tel. +39 041720507
info@icivenice.com
www.icivenice.com
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THANKS YOU
François Pannier thanks Alain Rouveure
ICI Venice thanks Fornasetti, Cole & son,
l ensemble de l quipe de l Alliance Fran aise de Venise, V ronique Prost, Alain
Carou, Emilia et Claudio Masini, la paroisse des Frari, la Fondation Malongo, EP,
JPP, NG.
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SUPPLIERS
Italteatri for velour and cotton wooler
Teo Fusaro for printing bags
Pixart printing
advertising

for

printing

bags

and

Effepi di Filippo Pegoraro for totem realization
Giovanni da Ponte for the wood panels
Ferramenta Al megio di Raffaele Benini
Design et Nature
Azur scenic
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ICI - Institut Culturel International
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Contacts

!!!!!!!

François Pannier
Commissaire de l’exposition
+33 (0)1 43 54 27 05
contact@letoitdumonde.net

ICI Institut Culturel International
+39 041 72 05 07
info@icivenice.com

www.icivenice.com

Italia I Venezia
Magazzino del Caffè
Santa Croce 923
30135 Venezia – Italia
+39 041720507

Francia I Parigi
310, rue Saint Honoré
75001 Paris – France
+33 6111859511
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